
DVO Committee Meeting Minutes  
Held at The Johnsons, 13th June 2017 

Present 
Stuart Swalwell, Mike Godfree, Graham Johnson, Val Johnson, Ranald Macdonald, Sal 
Chaffey, Ann-Marie Duckworth, Roger Keeling, Andy Hawkins, and Dave Chaffey 
(Minutes secretary). 

Apologies  
John Hawkins, Mike Gardner, Viv Macdonald, Rex Bleakman 

Corrections to Previous Minutes 
Mike Godfree to be added to attendance at previous meeting.  

Item 1. JIRC (Hosting Junior Inter-regional Championships) 

Date 
29th/30th September 2018 

Access for mapping/registration 
Ann-Marie (A-M) reported on access permissions. Chatsworth Office has said yes, 
but Estate Manager needs to review in detail. A-M will discuss Friday 16th June. Will 
need to confirm future felling with Woodsman.  
 
We have a quote of £1,200 for an updated map (i.e. whole of original 1:15,000 which 
was previously surveyed by Stirling Surveys).  
 
AM says we haven’t yet applied to Chatsworth for a future event, e.g. 2019. 

Accommodation 
Deposit needs to be sent to Mount Cook by end June, circa £300  
 Action: Stuart 

Budget and funding 
Revisited two options – confirmed that Option B (changed below to full financial 
responsibility) is preferred and this has been accepted by EMOA according to Stuart 
Swalwell. 
 

 Option A. DVO take full responsible for weekend finances (including both 
events and accommodation). 

 Option B. EMOA take full responsibility for the weekend finances (i.e. 
guarantee a proportion of any loss, or else receive a proportion of any 
profit).  

 



Budget of event is c£11,000  
 
Need to agree with EMOA how cost of mapping is defrayed for future use of the area 
(if permission granted). 

Roles 
A-M said we need to formally agree roles (and responsibilities for each role) with 
EMOA e.g. Co-ordinator for weekend. Accommodation Officer. Day 1/Day 2 
Organiser, Planner and Controller for Sat and Sun. Treasurer. Potentially teams for 
Start, Finish, Registration. 
 
Discussed whether DVO should put forward a Co-ordinator for the event and, in 
effect, take on the running of the event. Agreed it would be more efficient.  
Helpers will be required from parents. Dai has sent an email to parents asking for 
help. 
 
Action: DVO need to identify Co-ordinator. A-M agreed to approach a particular 
parent. 

Results 
Is Mike Napier available? Confirm his software is effective for this. Cost? 
 
Action: Mike Godfree offered to seek answers. 

Controllers 
Ranald Macdonald has asked Paul Addison to approach external controllers. 
 
Item 1a 

Report on Club Finances – Treasurer – Roger Keeling 
Summary: Financial situation has improved significantly with around 10% more 
entrants on recent events. Net income of £4,300. So, account has increased from 
£14,000 to £18,000. 750 entrants across 5 parks series and 139 schoolchildren and 
39 adults to participate. 
 
Roger noted that the biggest step forward across the last year is the preparation of 
event budgets and having visibility of income/costs. He suggested that this 
innovation is carried on into the next Financial Year and this was agreed. AGM will 
agree fees for 2017/18. 
 
A detailed report is available.  
 
Action: Roger K to suggest entry fee and budget for Eyam so we can get it on Fabian 
site ASAP. 
 

Item 2. DVO constitution 
 



Stuart S explained that to give flexibility for people continuing in role, sent out a 
draft of wording: 
 
 Section 5.2 ( part of ) 
"Elected Officers are elected annually and the Chair, Secretary and Treasurer may not normally 
hold that post for more than three consecutive years.  In the circumstance of no other member 
being willing to stand for the post of either Chair, Secretary and Treasurer then the current holder 
of that post may be elected for a further year subject to the total continuous period in that post, by 
that member, being a maximum of X years.” 

 
It was discussed what X is, suggested that this is simplified: …….”then the current holder 

of that post may be elected for one further year only” . This will be put forward at the AGM. 
 
Item 3. Introducing new adult novices to orienteering 
 
Andy Hawkins explained that when novices begin, there is a lot of detail they need to 
understand. He suggested a written guide that could be provided at event or emailed 
“Your first event guide / Getting Started”. This could also include an example map. A 
BO guide is available and we should look at other examples.  
 
Action: Andy to look at what’s currently available and discuss with enquiries team 
and check with a recent newcomer(s). Sal C to assist on design. 
 
Also, he suggested that after the event, we could ask about the experience and ask 
about next steps. 
 
Andy also suggested that we have a single person to help a newcomer at their first 
event.  
 
We clarified fees for novices. Up to Orange £3.50 for novices (on registration slips). 
 
Novices can run a second course free-of-charge. 
 
Action: A–M to update Event flyer template to flag up that need to be a member of 
BO for insurance cover after 3 events.  

Item 4. Computer equipment upgrading and renewing 
 
Mike G: For last 5 years have used Mike’s / Derek Gale’s generator. Noisy and now 
prone to breaking down.  
 
Proposal for new generator: £1300. 
 
Agreed by meeting and Treasurer confirmed sufficient funds are available. 
 
Action: Mike G to identify suitable model, plus fire extinguisher, and to purchase 
both forthwith.  



Item 5. Running Free Parks consultation 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/running-free-consultation-on-
preserving-the-free-use-of-public-parks  
We have been asked to respond on this – it’s an online form. We should since it 
should benefit us since fees we currently pay for some parks (e.g. Derby City council) 
might be reduced.   
 
Action: Stuart as Chair to reply on behalf of club. Individuals are encouraged to reply 
also. 

Item 6. Converting level D novices to paying members 
Sal Chaffey explained how a postcard was created to encourage novices to join. 
 
She also mentioned there are different incentive series, e.g. National Badge Scheme. 
These are only for Level A events. So aren’t relevant for novices.  
 
Sal will create an article for Newstrack and pass on to Andy H to include in his 
Getting Started Guide.  
 
We think there is no EMOA standard.  
 
Action: Stuart to ask Mike Gardner whether the EMOA scheme is available or could 
be invigorated.  

Item 7. Banners 
New banners suggested by Rex Bleakman.  
 
Val: “We need a jazzy one which mirrors our strip with squiggles”. Graham” “Our 
Yellow is insipid”. 
 
Val also raised Start / Finish banners: “I hate it when they sag”. 
 
Action: Mike G to investigate what is in the Market, take feedback, and then 
purchase as appropriate.  

Any Other Business 

“Thank yous” from Stuart 
Stuart S wanted to note that: “Derby Parks series has been ‘Fantastic’ – a great 
number of new people”. Thanked Sal and others.  
 
Action: Sal to mention to Rex about getting publicity on various websites for events.  
 
World Orienteering Day: “Another success for publicising orienteering to children 
and some adults too”. Thanks to people for helping out and especial thanks to Rex at 
Whitworth and Judith/Viv at Highfields. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/running-free-consultation-on-preserving-the-free-use-of-public-parks
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/running-free-consultation-on-preserving-the-free-use-of-public-parks


 
EMOA request from John Hurley: “EMOA will be looking for a Treasurer and 
Development Co-ordinator – will be looking to DVO to put forward a candidate”. Any 
suggestions to the Chair asap.  

Mike Godfree – Mapping and Permanent courses 
New IOF Mapping standard ISOM 2017,e.g. will affect JIRCs at Chatsworth and other 
future events. 
 
We now have a new course at Longshaw! Effectively a long Yellow. Will be updated 
on BO site soon. 
 
Ilam has sold 350 maps!! Excellent marketing has achieved this. Families looking for 
something that is more than “just going for a walk”. 
 
Action: Sal to put this in Newstrack. 
 

Relay events - Graham 
2 DVO teams are entered for 16th July relays. 
 
Compass Sport Cup Final. Has emailed about accommodation and likely attenders. 
 
Graham taking names for White Rose Relays. Mugs to be won!  

Ann-Marie 
 
Tendering notice as Development Officer at AGM in October. 
 
Yvette Baker trophy . Beaten by LEI in previous. But they want us to go to Final. To 
be decided. 

Ranald Macdonald 
Event safety workshop needed for South Derby officials. Date tba. 
 
 Fixtures – Eyam Moor and Bretton Clough in December 
 NYD event = Buxton. RM planning 
 Ongoing discussions about British Middle Distance 2019 DVO area suitability. 

Tony Carlyle said that Longstone Edge wasn’t usable. Now need to check whether 
Chinley Churn is suitable. 

 Midland Champs 9th Feb 2020 Shining Cliff penciled in (Possibly Chatsworth?) 

Sal 
Autumn Level D North series Belper (Openwoodgate), Shipley (30th September), 
Alfreton, Chesterfield. “Catching title” to be defined.  
 
Proposed Photo / map for walking tours. Recent Bristol OK map shown. Great 
potential. 



Val 
First aid course. By end of July, existing Coaches need to be re-trained. 
 
Action: Val to arrange booking with previous trainer. Will communicate via 
Newstrack. Course will be open to all Club members. 

Next meetings 

 Open meetings (Second Wednesday) 
12th July 2017 
18th October 2017 (AGM) Note new date 

Committee Meetings (Second Tuesday) 
12th September 2017 
12th December 2017 
 
Meeting Closed at 22.10. 
Dave Chaffey 
Minutes Secretary 


